
Activity 1 : 



Activity 2 : 

Choose any country. Use the following questions to help 

you research it. 
Present your research in a creative way, i.e. poster, PowerPoint, video or use the template on the 

next page. 



Activity 2: 



Activity 3: 



Activity 4: 



Activity 4: 



Activity 5: 



Activity 6: 

Alfa Bravo Charlie 

  

“Sorry, did you say ess for sugar? Or eff for Freddy?”  

  

Using a spelling alphabet might clear up one confusion, but 

the best way to be sure your letters are not misheard is to 

use the standard radio spelling alphabet.  

  

The standard radio spelling alphabet is used by police, 

emergency services, the military, air traffic controllers, radio 

operators and anybody else keen to avoid 

misunderstandings. 

  

Why not have a go at memorising the alfa bravo charlie style 

alphabet? 

  

It is fun and gives a useful lifetime skill, whether spelling out 

a name or giving a car registration number. 

  

Why not use the official alphabet approved by the 

International Civil Aviation Organisation – the UN agency, 

(also sometimes known as the NATO phonetic alphabet, 

though really it is a spelling alphabet, not a phonetic one), to 

have some fun while you’re at home? 



Activity 6: 

A Alfa 

B Bravo 

C Charlie 

D Delta 

E Echo 

F Foxtrot 

G  Golf 

H  Hotel 

I  India 

J  Juliett 

K  Kilo 

L  Lima 

M  Mike 

N  November 

O  Oscar 

P  Papa 

Q  Quebec 

R  Romeo 

S  Sierra 

T  Tango 

U  Uniform 

V  Victor 

W  Whisky 

X  X-ray 

Y  Yankee 

Z  Zulu 



Activity 6: 

Although all the words are all immediately recognisable to 

native English speakers, the idea is that they are also 

understandable for French and Spanish speakers. 

 

Notice the non-standard spellings. Alfa would normally be 

spelt alpha, which is not helpful for Spanish speakers. And 

note the end letter on Juliett which helps the French 

remember to pronounce the final t. 

  

For anyone who gets seriously interested in spelling 

alphabets, there is a wealth of background and history, 

including variants and previous versions dating back to World 

War I, at the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia: NATO phonetic 

alphabet. 

 

Activity Ideas: 

 

1. Use the NATO phonetic alphabet to spell out words to 

your family.  

2. Practice spelling words using the NATO phonetic 

alphabet. 

3. Send coded messages to your family members.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_phonetic_alphabet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_phonetic_alphabet


Activity 7: 



Activity 8: 

Research volcanoes and collect information.  

Then create a presentation to show what you have learned. 

You can choose how you make your presentation, i.e. poster. 

PowerPoint, video.  



Activity 9: 

United Kingdom Map Exercise 

Guidelines: 

All items must be clearly labeled in block letters on the 

maps. 

Be sure to focus on accuracy and neatness. 
 



Activity 10: 

United Kingdom Map Exercise 

Guidelines: 

All items must be coloured and clearly labeled in block 

letters on the maps. Be sure to focus on accuracy and 

neatness. 
 



Activity 10: 

United Kingdom Map Exercise: Map 1 



Activity 10: 

United Kingdom Map Exercise: Map 2 



Activity 11: 



Activity 11: 



Activity 12: 



Activity 12: 



Activity 13: 



Activity 14: 



Activity 15: 


